Heterochromatic supernumerary chromosomes in various plants differ from the chromosomes of the regular complement in not being essential to normal growth and survival. They cannot, Hfcwever, be genetically inert for they have been shown to affect the fitness of plants carrying them. They have, in fact, the properties of combinations of polygenes, apparent inertness being due to absence of major genes.
Mechanically each of the chromosomes of an organism is a unit, capable of orderly division at mitosis and, with its homologue, of orderly segregation at meiosis. Physiologically, however, the chromosome is not a unit, for the haploid set of chromosomes is, in general, the genetical minimum requirement of development. Inviability is the consequence of the omission of a chromosome, or, with few excep tions, of even a part of a chromosome, from the nucleus. Furthermore, the chromo somes must be present in particular numerical relations if development is to be satisfactory. The presence of one or more chromosomes in excess, as in trisomics and similar types, will lead to developmental disturbance, finally even inviability. The magnitude of such disturbance varies from species to species (Darlington & Mather 1944 ).
Thus we can see that, first of all, each chromosome must contain genes or com binations of genes not present in any other chromosome of the set; and secondly, that the numerical adjustment of the genes in relation to one another is a pro perty of the haploid set working together as a whole. Such adjustment, or balance as it is called, must occur partly within the chromosomes and partly between them. It is in fact a general property of the chromosomes included in the regular haploid set of any organism, that each makes its individually characteristic contribution to the genotype. Each chromosome is specific in action, in the sense that its contribution of essential genes and its effect on the genic balance cannot be replaced by those of any other chromosome or combination of chromosomes in the set.
There are, however, certain chromosomes of which this is not true. These occur as supernumeraries to the regular complement in various organisms (Darlington 1937, table 17) . In maize they may be present in any number from 0 to 25, though the range is smaller elsewhere. Yet these supernumeraries have an effect on the phenotype so small as to escape detection by most ordinary means. That they do, nevertheless, play a part in determining the fitness of the organism has been shown in an indirect way by Darlington & Upcott (1941) in maize and Darlington & Thomas (1941) in Sorghum. In each case the. mechanical properties of the extra chromosomes are such as to make them unstable both in form and number; but in spite of this they do not appear to be changing in either type or average number from generation to generation. Thus there must exist an equilibrium, the mechanic ally determined trend being offset by selection pressure dependent on some action of the supernumeraries on the fitness of gamete or zygote. It is also clear from direct observation that they do have an effect on the nuclear processes in Sorghum and on the morphology and fertility of plants in rye (Miintzing 1943 ).
Thus we have in the supernumeraries a second type of chromosome. Their genes are not essential to the genotype, presumably because like genes are carried in the regular chromosomes of the haploid set, and balance is almost entirely achieved by intrachromosome adjustment in such a way that the effect of each chromosome is closely matched by those of the others. Supernumeraries are not, as was formerly supposed, inert; they show an activity of a kind less individually specific than do the regular chromosomes. Their effects are, in consequence, less easy to detect.
The physiological effect of a chromosome can only be that of its constituent genes, acting in concert with the rest of the genotype. Hence it must be supposed that supernumerary chromosomes differ from other chromosomes in the type of gene that they carry. Their genes must in fact be non-essential, at least to the extent that they do the same work as others occurring regularly, and these genes must be normally subject to a balancing process resulting in adjustment within chromo somes, even within parts of chromosomes, since individual diminution is possible (Darlington & Upcott 1941) , to a much greater extent than between chromosomes.
The existence of genes having just these special properties has been indepen dently inferred from experiments on the inheritance of characters whose variation is quantitative, i.e. continuous over wide ranges and not sharply discontinuous in the way characteristic of the differences with which the greater part of genetical research has been concerned. It was early realized that this type of inheritance could be explained in terms of a number of genes having effects which were in dividually small, similar to one another and more or less additive. The genetical investigations which supported this view are too numerous to detail; and the results of biometrical investigations conducted by Galton, Pearson and their associates were shown by Fisher (1918) to be in agreement. Later, Fisher (1930) showed that the linkage relations of genes must be subject to selective control, close linkage of advantageous pairs being favoured under any given set of con ditions. Evidence of the existence of linked combinations of the genes determining quantitative variation (polygenes as I have called them) has recently been obtained from a number of selection experiments (reviewed by Mather 1943 a). A re-examina tion of older experiments, especially those of Payne (1918) and Winter (1929) , provided further evidence of the same kind.
Such polygenic combinations have two especially important properties. First, they are balanced in the sense that the effect of any one linked combination approximates closely to that of the aggregate of all the like polygenes in the genotype. In other words balance is achieved by adjustment within combinations, i.e. within chromosomes, not between chromosomes. Secondly, some recombina tion does occur between homologous balanced combinations and leads to the production of new combinations divergent from, and less well balanced than, their progenitors. Such recombination is immediately disadvantageous, and so, as Fisher (1930) points out, closer linkage must be favoured on the prevailing conditions; but it is only by such recombination that prospective adaptation to changed conditions is made possible.
Hence it may be inferred that recombination is a legacy from the successful organisms of the past, which, by its possession, were able to adapt themselves to changing conditions and so to leave descendants in the present day. These two properties of polygenic combinations are the consequence of the selective advantage of combining a high degree of present fitness with the possibility of future change (Mather 1941 (Mather , 1943 . Good present balance can only be'achieved by intra chromosome adjustment, while the occurrence of some recombination is essential for the avoidance of genetical rigidity and the release of the potential variability stored in the combinations. Thus the observed, and indeed inevitable, properties of polygenic combinations exactly reproduce those of the supernumerary chromo somes. The latter are in fact a cytological embodiment of balanced polygenic combinations.
Not all polygenic combinations can, however, exist in the form of supernumerary chromosomes, for Drosophila, melanogaster, in which such combinations have been found genetically, does not carry supernumeraries. Indeed, most organisms do not possess such chromosomes, and yet it seems likely, to say the least, that balanced combinations are universal. But it has been seen that the genes of the super numeraries must be like others which are carried in the regular chromosomes of the haploid set, for otherwise the inessentiality of the former is difficult to under stand. Similarly, polygenic combinations appear to exist in most if not all the chromosomes of an organism (Mather 1942) . If polygenic activity is to be regularly associated with the cytological characteristics of the supernumeraries, the regular chromosomes must also include material having these same characteristics.
Supernumeraries are as a rule cytologically distinguishable from the other chromosomes of the same nucleus by being allocyclic in respect of their nucleic acid charge (Darlington 1942) . Their contraction cycle and stainability consequently differ from those of their more essential companions. Now such allocycly is not confined to supernumeraries; it is also shown by parts of the regular chromosomes, and is the feature which distinguishes heterochromatin, as Heitz has named it, from the remaining euchromatin. Heterochromatin is of widespread occurrence though it has not yet been described in all organisms, possibly because allocycly can only be detected in large blocks (Darlington & La Cour 1940) . Thus it may well be that heterochromatin is as universal as polygenic balancing must be supposed to be, and that the heterochromatic parts of essential chromosomes are in fact the parts in which, by analogy with the supernumeraries, balanced polygenic combinations are to be found. Heitz (1935) has advanced evidence, especially from Drosophila, that hetero chromatin is inert to use the earlier terminology, i.e. that, like the supernumeraries, it has no easily detectable individual effect. As has been seen, this can mean that it carries no essential genes and that its blocks have a high internal balance.
On this view it should be possible in favourable cases to detect genetical differ ences in heterochromatin through its action on phenotypical variation of the kind associated with polygenic control. It is, of course, essential for such a test that any effect which may be observed should be ascribable without ambiguity to heterochromatin, euchromatin being ruled out as a possible source. The Y chromo some of Drosophila melanogaster offers an opportunity of doing this, because this chromosome appears wholly heterochromatic (Heitz 1935) and is nearly com pletely 'inert'. It carries the bobbed gene and also a number of genes, or blocks of genes, necessary for male fertility (see Neuhaus 1939), but otherwise has no essen tial genes. Neuhaus has certainly provided some evidence of further slight action of the Y chromosome on various morphological characters, but, as would be expected, the variation in question was of the kind which is most likely ascribable to polygenic control. The Y also has a general effect on the variegation produced by certain mutant genes (Schultz 1939) .
Thus the Y chromosome is both heterochromatic and nearly 'inert'. Is its apparent inertness the outward sign of balanced polygenic action, as in the super numerary chromosomes? The answer to this question affords a test of the hypo thesis of the general polygenic content of heterochromatin. 2
S t o c k s a n d t e c h n iq u e
The character chosen for this investigation was the number of sternopleural chaetae. This is known to show variation determined by polygenic differences in otherwise wild-type flies (Mather & Wigan 1942; Wigan 1944) , and is technically very convenient.
Variation in the number of sternopleural chaetae borne on a wild-type fly depends on the action pf polygenes in all the chromosomes. Although means can be found of preventing the effects of chromosomes other than the from biasing the results, any such effects must always constitute a source of error variation if they are permitted to occur. Such inflation of the error variance is undesirable because it lowers the precision of the experiment, and so the elimination of varia tion in the action of the other chromosomes must always be of advantage. Entire elimination may not be possible in all cases, but much can be done to increase precision by using appropriate stocks.
Twelve special stocks were prepared with the object of minimizing the error variation. One of these, the Oregon wild-type stock, had been kept in the laboratory by brother-sister mating for over one hundred generations, and was highly inbred when it was first received here. It may clearly be regarded as effectively homo zygous (see also Mather & Wigan 1942) . The remaining stocks were made isogenic with this basic stock.
The second stock, attached-forked Oregon, was made by backcrossing females with attached-X chromosomes, the attached-X's being marked by the gene forked, to males from the Oregon wild-type stock, and continuing to backcross daughters to similar males in each generation. Apart from the X chromosomes in the females this stock may be regarded as either isogenic, or approaching to isogenic, with the basic Oregon stock.
Five more stocks were made by crossing males of five wild-type stocks, Amherst, Ockley, Rothamsted, Samarkand and Wellington respectively, to females from the Oregon wild-type stock. Sons were backcrossed to Oregon females, and so on in each generation, to give five stocks isogenic, or approaching it, with Oregon wild type except for the Y chromosome in the males. These latter were, of course, from Amherst (Y Am), Ockley (Y°k), Rothamsted (YRd), Samarkand (YSk) and Wellington (Y wl) respectively, and the stocks were correspondingly designated as Amherst-Y, Ockley-Y, etc.
The last five stocks were made in a way exactly like the five just described, except that instead of coming from the Oregon wild-type stock, the females in each genera tion were from the attached-forked Oregon line. Males receive their X chromosome from their fathers and Y chromosome-from their mothers in an attached-X fine, and so these five stocks must tend to isogeneity with the attached-forked Oregon, and hence with Oregon wild type, except for the X chromosomes in the males. These X 's were from Amherst (XAm), Ockley (X°k), Rotha (XSk) and Wellington (Xwl) respectively and the stocks wer named Amherst-X, Ockley-X, etc. A few additional stocks were prepared as occasion demanded, the two most important being a GIBJy Hw delta-49 m2</4/F non-disjunctional stock, and a y39e wyi0a stock. In these stocks only the autosomes and the Y were from the Oregon wild-type stock. The first was maintained by backcrossing non-disjunctional ClBjy Hw delta-49 m2 g^j Y females to males from the basic Orego in each generation. The second was kept by backcrossing y39e wMa males to females from the attached-forked Oregon stock in each generation. The attainment of isogeneity of these stocks with the basic Oregon wild-type stock depends on the replacement of the chromosomes, except for those deliber ately retained as indicated above, by homologues from Oregon through backcrossing. In all but the attached-forked Oregon and non-disjunctional stocks males were used for backcrossing, and hence whole chromosomes were replaced, there being no recombination in the autosomes of the male. The chance of total replacement, i.e. of the attainment of isogeneity, is \ in each generation for any given autosome. After n generations the chance of isogeneity for a given autosome is thus (1 -2~w). No special stock was used until after at least five generations of backcrossing, and usually more generations had elapsed. So the minimum chance of isogeneity for any given autosome was , and the minimum chance of isogeneity for all three autosomes was (f-|)3, i.e. 0-910. Generally the probability of isogeneity was higher, as more than five generations of backcrossing had taken place.
All cultures from which flies were taken for the determination of their sternopleural chaeta number were the progeny of the two females mated to two males. * The parents were allowed to mate in tubes Tor a day, during which period any fly which died was replaced, though no replacement was practised at any later stage. The mated flies were then transferred to a standard half-pint culture bottle and allowed to lay for 72 hr. before moving to a second culture bottle for a like period, except in some of the later experiments when 48 hr. periods were used. After the second laying period the parental flies were discarded.
Ten flies of each sex were used for chaeta number counts from each bottle. The joint number of sternopleural chaeta on left and right sides was recorded. Where less than ten flies of a sex were obtained the culture was discarded and a replace ment set up if essential to the experimental programme.
G e n e t ic a l v a r ia t io n i n t h e Y c h r o m o so m e
Apart from the effect of any unreplaced autosomes, the six stocks, basic Oregon, Amherst-Y, Ockley-F, Rothamsted-F, Samarkand-F and Wellington-F, differ only in the F chromosomes carried by their males. Hence comparison of the mean numbers of chaetae borne on the males of these stocks affords a test of the existence of genetical variation in the F chromosome. The females will be all alike except for the presence of unreplaced autosomes and for the effects of environmental differ ences between cultures. They may therefore be used as a means of detecting varia tion due to these causes. The precision of the male comparisons can then be increased, the females being used to make allowance for the effects of these sources of variation in the males. Table 1 gives the mean numbers of chaetae borne on females and males of each of the six stocks in a series of tests (experiment 1) carried out after periods of backcrossing ranging from five to fifteen generations. The tests in any one generation
The genetical activity of heterochromatin 313 T a b l e 1. Ch a e t a n u m b e r s i n t h e s i x Y st o c k s (e x p e r im e n t 1) were all carried out simultaneously. Each entry in the table is, of course, the mean of ten flies. The third column in each section of the table gives the difference between the means of males and females, a negative difference indicating that the male mean is the lower and a positive difference that it is the higher. There are sixty-nine tests in all and so there will be 68 degrees of freedom in each analysis of variance, of which 5 will depend on differences between stocks and 63 on variation within stocks. (1943)]. There is thus a strong indication of differences between the females of the various stocks. These could be due to unreplaced autosomes, but are more likely to have arisen from variation in cultural conditions. The various stocks were not equally represented at all stages of the test, and in consequence anysecular trend in food, etc., will have affected the line totals unequally. However this may be, the precision of the male comparisons can clearly be increased by using the female data to eliminate from the male results differences known to be present and directly ascribable to variation other than in the Y chromosome. In this table and in table 7 : N = degrees of freedom, M.S. = m ean square, V.R. = variance ratio, P = probability.
The uncorrected male data give an analysis of variance (table 2) which shows of itself that the Y is having an effect, for the variance ratio is 4*77 with a probability close on 0*001. The near equality of the mean squares within stocks in male and female analyses shows clearly that the increased variance ratio of the males cannot be ascribed to their reacting more sharply to environmental differences. The increase is in fact due entirely to a greater mean square between stocks, i.e. to effects of differences in the T.
If, however, advantage is taken of the female data to eliminate certain of the sources of error variation, the different effects of the six chromosomes stand out even more clearly. This correction is most easily made by using the male-female differences as the material for the analysis of variance. In this way the action of any agency tending to affect both the sex means of a test in the same way, i.e. an agency not to be traced to the Y chromosome, is removed from the comparison with consequent gain in precision. (The same end could be achieved, with almost identical results, by the more laborious method of analysis of the covariance of male and female means.) The analysis of variance of the differences (table 2) , conducted in the same way as the male and female analyses, gives a variance ratio of 8-09 with a very small probability, and leaves no doubt that the males of the various stocks differ in their mean numbers of sternopleural chaetae by virtue of differences in their Y chromosomes.
Inspection of table 1 shows the ways in which the Y chromosomes differ. In the basic Oregon stock males and females have effectively the same number of chaetae: the Y°r chromosome acts just like the X°r chromosome. The Amherst-stock males, however, consistently have less chaetae than their sisters and the Ockley-7 males more chaetae. Rothamsted-Y males resemble the Oregon males in having much the same chaetae number as their sisters, but the Samarkand-males are like the AmherstYm ales in having fewer chaetae, though to a lesser degre The Wellington-Y males are slightly higher than their sisters, but the significance of this small difference is obviously doubtful. Thus the six Y chromosomes give the following order of chaetae-producing power when compared with the X°r chromo some, common to all lines:
The greatest difference, between Y°k and YAm, is one of 0*593 -( -0*588) or 1*181 chaetae. This is about 6*1 % of 19*4 chaetae, the general mean number in all males of the experiment. As will be seen in the next section, the initial range of variation in the Y chromosome must almost certainly have been greater than this. It may be mentioned here that genetical variation of the Y chromosome was observed, though it was not measured, in other ways during these experiments. In particular, the Y 0k chromosome appeared to have the effect of rendering males which carried it less ready to mate than their fellows. More failures were seen in cultures, especially first cultures, of this stock than of any other, though where a culture was successful it seemed to give as good a yield of flies as the rest. Such reluctance, or reduced capability, of mating must be traced to the males, because the females used in all the stocks were from the same Oregon stock cultures in each generation. Schultz (1939) also traced the effect of the Y on genetic variegation in Drosophila to its action on the early development of the fly.
-Though the existence of genetical differences in the Y chromosome has been established by using the various Y stocks, the gross effect of this chromosome must be ascertained in a different way. Two experiments were undertaken with a view to measuring this gross effect, one involving a comparison between X X and X X Y females and the other a comparison between X Y and (i.e. without a Y) males. The non-disjunctional stock was used for the first of these (experiment 2). This was maintained by crossing non-disjunctional (exceptional) females to Oregon stock males in every generation. Hence of the regular (disjunctional) daughters half will carry the Y°r from their mother and half will carry no Y. All, of course, will carry the X°r from their father and either the CIB or the y Hw delta-49 ra2 g* chromosome from their mother. The chaetae were counted on regular Bar-eyed daughters from this stock, which were then tested for the presence of a 7 chromo some. This was done by mating out to y w or y39e wyi0a disjunction is high in females heterozygous for the CIB chromosome (Sturtevant & Beadle 1936) , quite small progenies serve to distinguish the ClBjX°rjY 0r females, which give a high proportion of patroclinous sons, from their CIB/X°r sisters who rarely give such exceptional sons. Three such tests were made, all of necessity on a small scale, the results of which are shown in table 3. In no case is there a significant difference in chaeta number between X X and X X Y sisters. Nor is the difference significant when the three tests are combined to give a weighted mean result. The gross effect of Y0r is too small to detect in an experiment of this size.
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The Similar results were obtained on testing Hairy-winged females from the same stock. These flies are of the compositions delta-49 m2 g4/A°r/ and y Hw etc./X°r, and may be distinguished by the same test of secondary non disjunction as was used for the Bar-eyed flies. The difference between the means of the X X and X X Y flies here was greater than in the earlier tests, but was still less than its standard error, and hence insignificant. It is, however, clear that the y Hw etc., chromosome has the effect of increasing chaeta number as compared with CIB.
Finally, a test of the same kind was made using the YAm chromosome in place of Y0r. This was introduced one generation before the test, by crossing stock nondisjunctional females to males from the thirteenth generation of the Amherststock. The test then proceeded as before, Bar-eyed regular daughters from the cross to Oregon stock males being used exclusively. Thus the distinction was between GlBIX°rIY Am and GlBjX°r sisters. As before, the difference in chae number was so small as to be quite without significance. This may seem odd in view of the known effect of YAm in reducing chaeta number as compared with Y°r; but, as will be seen in the next section, this difference was decreasing in each generation of the AmherstYl ine and had apparently become quit generation 13. Failure to detect the small residual difference at this stage thus ceases to be surprising.
The second method of estimating the gross effect of the Y was by comparison of X T and XO males (experiment 3). For this purpose non-disjunctional stock females were mated to y39e wyMa males. Two kinds of regular Bar-eyed daughters were then produced, GlB/y wy[Y0 r and GlB/ywy. On crossing to males the former kind of female gives X°r Y°r patroclinous sons by non-disjunction in addition to regular ywy/ Y°r sons. The females without a Y gi^e re sons almost exclusively; but complementary double crossing-over within the GIB inversion leads to the production by such females of an occasional gamete without an X chromosome. Patroclinous males are produced on fertilization by a gamete carrying the X from the father, but such sons are without a Y chromosome (Sturte- 
Males for tests A, B and C were taken from generations 9, 11 and 14 respectively of experim ent 1.
vant & Beadle 1936) . These males are X°r and d the X X Y females only by the absence of the Y°r chromosome. The chaeta numbers of these two kinds of male may then be compared, using the regular y wy brothers of each to eliminate at least part of the undesirable error variation. As, however, this experiment could not be conducted on a very large scale, only three XO males were obtained. These had 19, 19 and 20 chaetae respectively. Their mean of 19*33 is to be compared with a mean of 19*41 from fifty-six X T males from sister cultures. The y wy brothers of these two groups had averages of 18*70 and 18*98 chaetae respectively. The difference between the XO and X Y males was clearly not signi ficant and the gross effect of Y°r so small as to be undetectable.
Both experiments 2 and 3 give similar results. The gross effect of the Y, and in particular of the Y°r chromosome, is so small as to escape detection. It is apparently not even so large as the difference between Y°k and YAm. Since in experiment 1 the Y°r chromosome has been shown to carry at least one chaeta-increasing (+ ) gene and at least one chaeta-reducing ( -) gene, the small gross effect of this chromosome shows that the + and -genes are balanced, exactly as are the genes of the supernumerary chromosomes discussed earlier.
R e c o m b in a t io n o f X a n d Y c h r o m o so m e s
It has been shown in experiment 1 that the six tested Y chromosomes cannot be regarded as all having the same effect on the number of sternopleural chaetae. A closer inspection of table 1 shows also that even the effects of individual Y chromosomes appear to be changing during the course of the experiment.
The average male-female differences in each of the generations at which tests were made are plotted against generation in figure 1 for the three chromosomes, YAm, Y°k and YSk, which differ most sharply in action from Y°r, and for which most data are available. It appears from this figure that Y°k and YAm are changing steadily in the direction of reduction in difference when compared with Y°r, which has the same effect as X°r and hence follows the zero fine of figure 1, apart from fluctuations due to sampling error. YSk also seems to be changing but in a more erratic way. This evidence of change is not, however, dependent on com parison with Y°r, because whatever effect this chromosome may be supposed to have, the other three F 's are coming to resemble one another more closely in action as crossing to the Oregon stock proceeds. This is well shown by table 5, where the decay of the variance of the three Y chromosome effects round their generation means is clear.
It is unlikely that these changes can be traced to chromosomes other than the Y . The X cannot be involved except in so far as it is an agent in changing the Y, for this chromosome must be from the Oregon stock in all cases (see § 2). The autosomes are in a somewhat different case: we do not know for certain that replacement was complete at the end of five generations of crossing, and the steady change of YAm and Y°k might possibly be due to this cause. This is, how-
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Vol. x32. B. figure 1 shows average male-female differ ences plotted against generations. Unreplaced autosomes would be distributed equally to both sexes and, unless producing different effects in the two sexes (for which there is no external evidence), would be eliminated from the data by the 7 1 \ 7 GENERATION F ig u r e 1. Average effects of three Y chromosomes, as m easured by th e male-female difference, after various num bers of generations of association w ith X 0r in th e male (experiment 1). The effect of Y 0r would fall on th e zero line of th e graph, a p a rt from sampling fluctuations.
K. Mather
T a b l e 5. V a r i a n c e s o f m e a n e f f e c t s o f YAm, Y°k a n d YSk differencing technique. Secondly, the smoothness of the change in apparent effect 0f YAm and Y0k would be difficult to understand on this view. The probability is small of more than one autosome being unreplaced in bqth stocks, and hence the chance is also small of more than one major change of effect in either stock during the experiment. Such a change, if it occurred, would be smoothed to some extent by the use of two male parents in each culture, but hardly to the extent observed. Nor could recombination within chromosomes be responsible for the smoothing, since no evidence has ever been adduced of crossing-over in the autosomes of the male. Finally, this autosome replacement view supplies no reason for the behaviour of YSk in changing in a way so unlike those of the other two, unless interaction of Y and autosome is postulated as being of a complexity not hitherto indicated in the control of intraspecific quantitative variation in Drosophila or elsewhere. The changes in action are thus most reasonably attributed to heritable changes in the Y chromosome concerned. Mutation must be occurring in this chromosome as in any other. It cannot, however, supply the necessary explanation, for muta tion without selection would not be expected to make the chromosomes come to resemble one another more closely in action.
ROUND COMMON MEAN, BY GENERATIONS
We are left with one explanation only, viz. that the three Y chromosomes approach one another in action because they have all been associated with the same X chromosome in every generation, viz. that of the Oregon stock. This would account, too, for the fact that the three F 's converge on the zero line of figure 1, which, as we have seen, represents the action of Y°r. If association with X°r tends to reduce Y chromosomes to a common action, this must be at the level of Y°r which has for so long been in company with this X. t There is only one way known in which X°r could affect Y chromosomes in this way, viz. by recombination following crossing-over. Cytological evidence of reciprocal double crossing-over has been found in Drosophila pseudoobscura by Darlington (1934) , and genetical evidence in D. melanogaster by Philip (1935). Darlington's findings require that material is constantly exchanged between the proximal portions of X and Y, though Philip's results showed an exchange in volving bobbed (her marker gene) to occur with a frequency of only 1 in 3000. This would, however, accord with Darlington's observations, as Philip points out, if bobbed is close to the distal end of the region involved. Now' the present experi ments were designed to investigate that very heterochromatic region in which Darlington observed crossing-over, and which Philip was presumably able to mark only near to one extremity. Thus the high frequency of recombination, which must be assumed to account for the present results, is in no way surprising.
The heterochromatin must, on this view, contain a number of genes having similar effect on chaeta number, since replacement by recombination is gradual (though it must be remembered that the use of two male parents in each culture will be responsible for some smoothing, just as it will lower the chance of a culture containing no recombinant X chromosomes). We have already seen that both -f and -genes must be involved, and the effect of any individual recombination on the action of the Y will then depend on the balance of + and -genes in the segment exchanged and hence will be unpredictable, even though the total action of a number of recombinations must have the effect of bringing the Y to resemble the X more closely. Hence, though we should expect the three F 's to approach each other in action over the whole experiment, any one of them may not approach
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This hypothesis of the action of recombination between X and Y was tested further (experiment 4). At generation 14 of experiment 1, when differences had apparently become small, males of the three Y stocks in question were crossed to females from the attached-forked Oregon stock, which had at this time been backcrossed to the Oregon stock 22 times. (The probability of incomplete autosome replacement in this attached-X stock is thus very low.) Such a mating gives daughters which carry the attached-X chromosomes from their mother and a Y from their father (see figure 3) .
The daughters were then mated to Oregon stock males to give sons having an X°r and the foreign Y. These sons are like their grandfathers, used in the first cross, except in so far as the Y has been changed. They can be mated to Oregon stock females in every generation to give a new experiment just like the first one except that no question of autosome replacement will be involved. The male-female differences in chaeta numbers of these various generations in the new experiment are given in table 4, test C.
The importance of passing the Y through attached-forked females is that it had been observed, in two short preliminary tests (A and B in the table) , that the Y is thereby changed, presumably as a result of recombination with the attached X 's. It will be seen from table 4, for example, that Y 0k always emerged with a reducing action on chaeta number, though it went in with an increasing action. YAm and YSk tend to emerge with increasing action in place of their former decreasing action, though, as would be expected on the recombination view, the change is not always the same. The absence of a clear case of no change, such as would be expected sometimes to occur on this view, may be attributed to the use of two males as parents of each culture, the probability of having a culture with two unchanged T's being the square of that of a culture with an unchanged T where only one male parent is used. In any case, we have a new set of differences between the T's, whose changes can be observed during experiment 4. Only the data from test C are extensive enough to be informative, though preliminary test A agrees in all important features, so far as it goes.
The results of this second experiment are plotted in figure 2. At first glance the changes appear somewhat erratic, even when sampling variation is taken into account, but this is not unexpected. Two points are, however, clear from closer inspection, viz. that (1) the T's do come to resemble one another more closely as the experiment proceeds, as shown by the decay of their variance round the generation mean (table 5), and (2) they converge in the neighbourhood of the zero line, which represents the action of Y°r . As w detectable change in action as a result of passing through the attached-forked females (table 4) . In other words the three Y chromosomes repeat their perform ance of the first experiment in both critical features.
The genetical activity of heterochromatin In contrast to its agreement with the recombination hypothesis the result of this second experiment is unaccountable on both the autosome replacement and the mutation views. Autosome replacement was not involved in the second experi ment, and the rapid convergence merely makes the chances of a mutational explanation even more remote. There is thus little alternative to the view that effective recombination is proceeding between the heterochromatic regions of X and Y in the male, exactly as Darlington's cytological observations would lead us to expect.
These findings have three consequences of immediate interest. Two of these, viz. that they imply the existence of a number of genes of similar effect and that the balance of these genes varies along the segment in question, have already been mentioned. The third is that Y°r must have properties of recombination with the attached X chromosomes differing from those of the other three T's. In spite of twenty-two generations of crossing to the Oregon stock, the attached-A chromo somes are not genetically like the X°r, for they can contribute material to the other three T's which had not been present in them after generations of association with X 0r. In other words, the attached-A chromosomes are not reduced to the common level by long association with Y°r, even though they can change the other T's to a marked degree in only one generation. Several causes, known from other studies of recombination, can be proposed for this difference between Y°r and its fellows, but in the absence of additional evidence discussion would be superfluous.
In any case the recombinational properties of the attached-forked females are only incidental to our main point. These females serve as a means of changing the action, and hence we must presume the genic content, of the three Y chromosomes. This enables us to verify that association with regularly reduces the Y chromo somes to a common action; and the only known mechanism which can make association effective in this way is recombination.
I n t e r a c t io n o f X a n d Y c h r o m o so m e s
The existence of genetic differences between the six Y chromosomes has been established in males whose X chromosomes came from the Oregon stock. Five other X chromosomes are, however, also available, from the Amherst-X, Ockley-X, Rothamsted-X, Samarkand-X and Wellington-X stocks, and hence an additional thirty combinations of X and Y can be investigated in males. Flies of the various constitutions were made up by a technique of which the production of the XAm YSk combination will serve as an example (experiment 5).
Attached-forked Oregon females (XX Y°r) were mated with males ( YSk) from the SamarkandYs tock. The daughters of this cross were, of course, X% Y because daughters receive their father's Y chromosome in an attached-X line. These daughters were then outcrossed to males (XAm Y°r) from the Amherst-X stock, giving in the next generation, XX Y°r daughters and the desired X Am YSk sons (see figure 3) . Four different samples of ten males of each of the various X, Y combinations were used for determining the number of sternopleural chaetae, the four samples falling into two pairs. Within a pair, samples were from the same parents but distinguished by being from the first and second cultures respectively 
MALES FEMALES MALES
F ig u r e 3. The m ating scheme used in producing males having particular combinations of th e six X and th e six Y chromosomes together w ith a constant type of sister. The set of crosses shown is th a t used for producing X-Am Y Sk.
#
(see § 2). The different pairs came from different parental flies, made up indepen dently at different times. Thus two kinds of duplication of results were practised. One depended on the independent production of the same combination of X and Y, using the same crossing technique but done on different occasions. These duplicates will be referred to as Tests. (It should be understood that the two occasions of making up any one combination did not necessarily coincide with the two occasions on which any other combination was produced.) The second duplica tion was obtained by using the same parents to give two different cultures, flies being taken for counting from these two cultures independently. These duplicates
The genetical activity of heterochromatin 325 depend on using two different laying periods and will be referred to as Periods. The means of all forty males of each combination (ten from each of the four samples) are given in table 6. The entries in the right margin are the means of all 240 males carrying the particular X-chromosome, taken over the whole range of F 's, and those in the lower margin are the corresponding Y means taken over the whole range of X 's. The six means in either margin are comparable because each X mean involves equal numbers of flies having the various F 's and each F mean involves the same number of flies carrying the various X's. The lower right-hand corner gives the mean of all 1440 male flies in the experiment. The subsidiary to table 6 shows the four sample means and general mean of the X 0r Y°r combinations.
T a b l e 6 . I n t e r a c t io n o f X a n d F c h r o m o so m e s i n m a l e s (e x p e r i m e n t 5) These results were subjected to an analysis of variance. Four means are avail able for each of the thirty-six combinations, giving 144 means in all, between which there are 143 degrees of freedom. Of these, five are ascribable to differences between the X chromosome means of the right margin, five to the corresponding F means of the lower margin, and twenty-five to interaction of X and F chromosomes.
K . Mather
The Test's duplication in each cell contributes 1 degree of freedom to a Test's pool containing thirty-six in all when all thirty-six combinations are taken into account. These thirty-six may be subdivided into (a) 1 d ence between all the first tests and all the second tests, (b) 5 for the variation in # the Test's item between the rows distinguished by the six chromosomes, i.e. for the X -T interaction, (c) 5 for the corresponding Y interaction and, (d) a remainder of 25 for the second order interaction X -Y -T . A similar analysis can be made for the 36 degrees of freedom contributed, one from each cell of the table, by the Periods duplication. Finally, there are 36 degrees of freedom, one from each cell, for the interaction of Tests and Periods. These may be partitioned in a way exactly parallel to th at used for the Pa nd T degrees of freedom. The calculation of the sum of squares corresponding to each of .the various groups of degrees of freedom was made by the customary methods (see Mather 19436) . The contribution of each cell of the table to the sum of squares which is partitioned into X , Y and X -Y items is based on the sum of the four individual entries in that cell. The correction term comes, of course, from the grand total of the whole set of data. The corresponding contributions to the T, P and T-P pools are derived from the differences within the cells. Thus, taking the X°r Y°r combination (table 6 subsidiary) as an example, it contributes a sum of squares of |(18*8+ 18-8+ 19-5+ 19-4)2 to the pool which, after subtraction of the correction term, can be partitioned into X , Y and X -Y items. Its contribution to the pool which is partitioned into the T, X -T , Y -T apd X -Y -Ti tems is £(18*8+18*8-19*5-19-4)2. T to the P pool is similarly £(18*8 -18*8+19*5 -19*4)2, and to the T-P pool, which is partitioned into the T-P, X-T-P, Y-T-P and Xitems, is £(18*8 -18*8 -19*5+ 19*4)2.
Partitioning is accomplished in each case by the use of the sums, or differences, of the two margins in the customary fashion. The full analysis of variance (table 7) 
contains fifteen items, four main effects (X, Y, T and P), sik first-order interactions (X -Y , T-P, X -T, X-P, Y-T and Y-P), four second-order interactions (X -Y -T, X-Y-P,X-T-P an third-order interaction (X-Y-T-P).
The second-and third-order interactions were, however, pooled to give an estimate of error variance based on 85 degrees of freedom, it being observed that none of these five items differed significantly from the rest.
Before considering the male flies, some attention must be paid to their sisters, ten of which were also counted from each culture. These females were all of the constitution X X Y°r (see figure 3) . Hence they afford a blank control for the male results. They cannot be used directly for this purpose, by an analysis of malefemale difference as in experiment 1, because they are all homozygous for the X X chromosomes, which were observed markedly to lower the number of stemopleural chaetae. This reduction is perhaps due to the forked gene, perhaps to some other gene or genes; but however this may be environmental conditions, as will be shown in the next paragraph, affect the chaeta numbers of the males and females differently, and the use of male-female differences is of no advantage in reducing error variance. In spite of this, however, the female results are valuable in that they enable us to satisfy ourselves that no unexpected disturbing agencies are at work in the experiment. Table 7 contains the analyses of variance of both male and female data. The female data themselves are not set out since they hold no interest outside the results of the analysis of variance. In the female analysis the and Y items do not, of course, mean that the females differed in these chromosomes. We have seen that this is not the case. They only mean that the partition of the sum of squares has been conducted in a way exactly parallel with that of the male data. These items in the female analysis should therefore not be significant, even though the corresponding items in the male analysis prove to be so. They should only reflect those causes of variation that are at work within the cells of the table, the genotype of the females being constant all through.
The genetical activity of heterochromatin Actually the X, Y and X-P items are suggestively large in the female analysis, but this is not due to any cause which is likely to disturb the male data. It is attributable to an effect of laying period of the mother on chaeta number in females, an effect which is not shown by their brothers. The P item of the female analysis is very significant, so showing that females in the first of the two cultures from a set of parents have a lower mean number of chaetae than their sisters from the second culture. This is most likely not due to the actual age of the mother at the time of laying, but due to the method of managing the flies. Prior to the first culture the parents were kept in tubes on the laboratory bench. While laying in the first and second culture bottles they were at incubator temperature. Thus the eggs laid in the first culture would have been partially matured at laboratory temperature, while those laid in the second culture would be more completely matured at incubator temperature. The difference in chaeta number would thus appear to be ascribable to a temperature difference of the maturing eggs.
Two causes would combine to make this P effect appear in the and items. First, the whole experiment was too large to be conducted at one time. The table was filled in gradually, with the consequence that the different mother flies would be exposed to varying laboratory temperatures. Secondly, the table was filled in in a semi-regular manner according to the availability and accumulation of female and male parent flies. So the mothers of females from cultures in the same row or column of the table would be more likely to be exposed to laboratory conditions at the same time, than would females not related in this way. The environmental variation to which the P effect must be attributed would thus be smaller within than between rows and columns of the table, and apparent difference between the rows and columns (appearing in the analysis as X and Y items) would be expected. Differences arising in this way must clearly be smaller than the P difference itself, and, in fact, they are so in the analysis. Some of the P interactions would also be expected to be suggestively large for the same reasons, and we observe that this is true of the X-P item.
In the analysis of the male data, the P item and all its interactions are in significant. The P effect observed in females is not to be seen in males, and any significance of the Xo r Yi tems must be due to There is, however, a very significant Y-T interaction item and a suggestively large T main effect. This cannot be due to an environmental influence or the main T effect would be more significant than the Y-T interaction. It is doubtless a re flexion of variation in the results of the recombination which Y chromosomes under go in attached X females, as already seen in experiment 4. The X chromosomes of the experiment were obtained directly from stock (figure 3) and so had no oppor tunity of undergoing such disturbing recombination. A significant X -T item in the analysis of variance should not therefore be expected, and this item is not in fact significant.
The analysis shows no other complications and its main results are clear. First, both X and Y items have very large variance ratios, so that both X and Y chromo somes must differ genetically among themselves to a striking extent. These variance ratios also show that the genetical variation in the Y is of much the same order of magnitude as that in the X. This would be expected in view of the regular inter change of material by crossing-over between X and Y in the male (experiments 1 and 4), provided that the variation depends mainly on genes in the pairing segments of X and Y.
Secondly, the X -Y interaction item is significant, so showing that the genetic effects of X and Y are not simply additive. The genes of the two chromosomes must interact, and it is clear that there is no simple system of interaction; the joint behaviour of an X and a Yi s apparently not predictable from thei in the presence of other F 's and JT's. Such non-additiveness is a common feature of polygenic systems, being displayed most strikingly in the widespread occur rence of heterosis. It may be attributed to dominance or genic interaction of various kinds (Mather 1943 a).
H e t e r o c h r o m a t i n a n d p o l y g e n i c c o m b i n a t i o n s
It is clear from the foregoing experiments that, although the heterochromatic Y chromosome is nearly devoid of genetical activity of the kind common in the X and autosomes, it is far from being genetically inert. Its action, however, differs from those of the other chromosomes in being wholly dependent on genes not individually recognizable by their effects. The variation in phenotype to which these genes give rise is continuous. It has not been found in these experiments that any Y chromosome regularly gives a fly sharply distinguishable from others not carrying that Y, in the way that an X chromosome carrying, say, the gene scute gives flies regularly distinguishable by their chaeta number from non-scute sibs. The distributions of chaeta numbers from flies having the different Y chromo somes markedly overlap. Thus the differences in activity of the Y chromosomes investigated are of the kind described as quantitative rather than qualitative. Nor are the differences determined by the Y chromosomes in question large when compared with the action of non-heritable agents. The overlapping of the distribu tion shows of itself that this is the case; but it is emphasized by the fact that varia tion in pure Oregon stock flies is of the same magnitude as that of males carrying different Y chromosomes (experiment 1).
The action of the Y chromosome must depend on a number of genes. The various T's do not fall into two classes as would be expected if only one gene was involved. Their actions, too, can be changed by recombination with the in a way which must imply the existence and operation of a number of genes of similar effect (experiment 4). Furthermore, the interactions of the various N 's and F 's in experiment 5 is most easily understood in terms of a number of similar genes.
These genes detected in the Y are not unique. They express themselves through the production of changes in chaeta number of a kind that is known also to be produced by X-borne and autosomal genes (Wigan 1944) . Finally, the Y chromo somes must be subject to a balancing process, for Y0r, the only Y which was retained in company with X and autosomes from the same stock, has a gross effect on chaeta number so small as to escape detection (experiments 2 and 3).
Thus the Y chromosome, like the supernumeraries of Zea, Sorghum and the other plants, has all the properties of a polygenic combination. Its action is quantitative, depending on a number of genes having similar effects individually small in rela tion to non-heritable variation; it is balanced; and it is subject to marked changes by recombination. Furthermore, the action of any Y in company with a particular X seems unpredictable from a knowledge of its action in company with other .X's. Finally, the Y has no property which distinguishes it from a polygenic combination, apart perhaps from its carrying the bobbed gene and the male fertility genes; and the latter, at least, seem to be carried in that part of the Y which is not homologous with the X and which is hence, not so directly concerned in the present ex ments. With this possible limitation, the Y must be regarded as a polygenic com bination, or, no doubt, if characters additional to the sternopleural chaeta number are taken into account, as a number of intermingled polygenic combinations.
Thus the coincidence of heterochromatic behaviour and polygenic action is not restricted to supernumerary chromosomes; it is shown by portions of chromosomes forming part of the regular complement. Nor can the Y be the only regular chromosome of which this is true. The recombination of Y and X shows that the proximal portion of the latter chromosome, which like the Y is heterochromatic (Heitz 1935) and 'inert' (Muller & Painter 1932) , must also be polygenically active. The evidence strongly favours the view that heterochromatin carries polygenes wherever it is found. It is inert only to the extent that it does not carry the same complement of major or key genes as euchromatin. Thus heterochromatin is not heritable detritus; by virtue of its complement of polygenes it must play an important part in the fine adjustment of phenotype to the immediate environment and in the storing of that variability on which will depend the future adaptation and evolution of the organism. Such effects on fitness and flexibility mean that heterochromatin will be subject to the full rigours of selective action.
The finding that heterochromatin carries polygenes bears with it certain implica tions. In the first place, since heterochromatin, while showing polygenic action, rarely if ever carries major genes, there must be an inherent distinction between the two kinds of gene. Nevertheless there may exist genes having intermediate or transitional properties, for reasons which will become clear when the relations of polygenes and major genes are discussed below.
Secondly, heterochromatin can no longer be regarded as genetically degenerate, in the way that has been supposed at various times. The apparent inertness, sup posedly due to degeneracy under the cloak of enforced heterozygosity and lack of recombination, is spurious, as is the apparent lack of recombination too. Polygenic combinations make possible, by their balance, the necessary fine regulation of fitness and flexibility; and heterochromatin carries polygenic combinations.
The importance of heterochromatin to the organism differs from that of euchro matin in that the latter provides the framework of major genes without which successful development would be impossible, while the polygenes provide the means of moulding and modifying the genotype built round this framework to the state in which it determines a finely adapted phenotype. There is no competition in function between major and poly-genes: they are complementary, the polygenic balance determining the details of the genotypic structure built round the major genes. In so far as adaptation and evolutionary progress must generally depend on small and progressive changes of phenotype, polygenic variation, which character istically controls such small changes, must be the subject of the immediate action of natural selection. A constant framework of major genes must, however, be l assumed, for without it the organism would be so inefficient and abnormal as to be promptly weeded out. The only exception is where, by special polygenic balancing, major genes have been endowed with the property of controlling an advantageous polymorphism, such as that concerned with the control of breeding behaviour in cases of dioecy, incompatibility, etc. (Mather 1943 a, c, d) .
The functional distinction between the two kinds of gene must not, however, be held to imply that one type can never change into the other. So far as effect on the phenotype is concerned, it would not seem impossible that the polygene of relatively small effect could become the major gene of relatively large effect if the develop mental history of the organism became elaborated in an appropriate way. But a change in the gene itself would probably be involved too, for Caspersson (1941) has shown that heterochromatin carries only proteins of a less complex type while euchromatin at times carries a more complex kind as well, so suggesting a difference in the nature of the protein synthesized by the two kinds of gene. The change from polygene to major gene would then be one towards elaboration of the protein nature of the material-a change which may easily accompany or be accompanied by an earlier, sharper and more drastic gene action.
Thus the chemical evidence in no way conflicts with the idea of the polygene as derived from purely genetical considerations of selective action. In fact, the finding that heterochromatin is capable of showing this special polygenic activity, while being simultaneously chemically distinct, can hardly be a coincidence, and it helps us to see the relation of polygene and major gene in a clearer light.
The next step is clearly that of determining how far euchromatin shows polygenic action in addition to carrying its known complement of major genes. At present the evidence cannot be regarded as decisive for twro reasons. First, there is the question of distinguishing hetero-and eu-chromatin by cytological examination. Dr C. D. Darlington has proposed to me that heterochromatin be defined as 'parts of chromosomes which are liable to remain charged with thymo-nucleotides in the resting stage'. It is thus clear that detection of heterochromatin may not always be easy, especially when it is present in small blocks. The failure to see hetero chromatin may not be an indication of its absence.
Secondly, the genetical location of polygenes in chromosomes has not proceeded to an extent, even in Drosophila, that would permit us to say unequivocally that they are always in heterochromatin. Polygenes have been roughly located in chromosomes X and III of Drosophila melanogaster by linkage tests, using major marker genes, on a number of occasions. Mather (1941 Mather ( , 1942 and Sismanidis (1942) have found polygenes to be linked to major genes lying near the great blocks of heterochromatin. Payne (1918) , however, has recorded a case where the polygenes lay in the left end of the X, quite away from the heterochromatic right; but we do not know that small heterochromatic segments are not intercalated in the euchromatin of this end of the chromosome. There is in fact some evidence of such intercalation (Kaufman 1939) . Thus Payne's case is not conclusive evidence of the polygenic action of euchromatin; but it would be unwise as yet to go to the The genetical activity of heterochromatin 331
